
About Xeo
We love what we do and it shows! 
Our enthusiasm is reflected in the 
quality of our engineering, the 
responsiveness of our customer 
service, and from 2000 to today, it 
drives us to constantly learn and 
innovate.

Xeo was formed in 2000 when our 
founder, Maurice McIver, traded in his 
Army uniform for the chance to work 
with clients one-on-one as a freelance 
database consultant. Through the 
years, he has been personally involved 
in each of the scores of applications 
the company has produced. Even 
today, though the company has 
grown to almost 20 people and two 
offices, Maurice works directly with 
our client’s CEO’s and end users alike 
so he can hear first-hand how our 
solutions perform in the field and to 
pick up on the great ideas that our 
clients have for making software even 
better.

We believe that this collaborative 
approach to software development 
and the personal involvement of our 
founder is a key reason for our success. 
Of course it doesn’t hurt that we love 
what we do!

Custom software specialists for smart business
Writing software is a science. Making it work for human beings is an art. 
That’s what we do.

Our software can do anything for your business. Because it’s designed to 
meet your specific business needs, it can improve your business process 
flow, streamline your manufacturing, or simply increase your workforce 
efficiency. No matter what the challenge, custom software improves your 
productivity. Your business is unique, your software should be too.

Most custom software is complicated and costly. That’s why smart 
businesses choose Xeo Software. We make software easy, cost-effective, 
and exactly what you need. We not only save you money, we save you head 
count.

Custom software, Infinite Possibilities
We’re software architects and interface engineers—but we also understand 
people. Working with us is easy because we’ve created a step-by-step, 
collaborative, and finely tuned process. Through this process we are able 
to comprehensively understand your business problems and operations. 
Not only do we build your software from scratch, we build relationships 
with our clients.

Rapid, accurate, efficient
You can increase your company’s efficiency, speed and accuracy through 
software automation. We utilize rapid application development, so our 
automated code generation produces perfect code in seconds when 
it would take other companies weeks of laborious hand coding and 
debugging. This means consistent code, time and again. What does that 
mean for your business? Our software is dependable, so your business 
operations are never interrupted with software glitches.

“Xeo has been a valuable extension of our development team. They brought 
creativity and a sense of urgency to a pivotal project.”
Joe Manzari, Chief Operating Officer  
Industry Retail Group

“My experience with your company has been excellent! Thank you for all 
that you do for us!”
Karen Honda, Assistant Branch Manager
Ampco System Parking, Hawaii Region.


